Epidural analgesia in labor: Turkish obstetricians’ attitudes and knowledge


SUMMARY
Epidural analgesia is the most common preferred method of labor analgesia. The aim of this study is to evaluate the knowledge and attitudes of Turkish obstetricians and gynecologists concerning epidural analgesia and to reveal their doubts as well. A prospective survey amongst obstetricians and gynecologists in Turkey (n=152) was conducted to obtain information about obstetricians’ education, knowledge and attitudes with respect to epidural analgesia during labor. The response rate to the survey was 94.7%. Most respondents only received lectures about epidural analgesia after their specialty training, 35% of respondents did not achieve an adequate knowledge score. Those with six to fifteen years experience achieved significantly better scores. A delay up to twenty minutes before epidural placement is acceptable to 84% of respondents. In our opinion, the results of this survey indicate that education regarding epidural analgesia, both during and after obstetric specialty training, could be improved, and this education would best be provided by anesthetists in collaboration with obstetricians. It is hoped that closer collaboration between anesthetists and obstetricians during their respective training and in continuing medical education can be fostered.
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Introduction

Pain during labor is one of the most painful experiences in a woman’s life. Epidural analgesia (EA) is an effective and popular method for pain relief in labor. In Turkey, EA in labor is used for approximately in 11% of women in university hospitals (Sahin and Owen 2002). One of the most common questions addressed to obstetricians is their opinions about epidural analgesia. Also, obstetricians frequently encounter EA as a part of their clinical practice in many clinical situations.

This survey was conducted to determine the level of obstetricians’ knowledge about effects and complications of EA and their opinions regarding the role of EA in labor. The hospital quality improvement committee cooperated with the departments of anesthesiology and obstetrics and gynaecology in the conduction of this survey.

Closer collaboration between anesthesiologists, obstetricians and the mother candidates is very important for the more effective and wider practice of epidural analgesia in labor. In this study we aimed to evaluate the current attitudes and knowledge of Turkish obstetricians concerning epidural analgesia in labor and to reveal their doubts as well.

Material and Method

Approval from the local ethics committee has been obtained before the study. The survey was designed in consultation with a bio-statistician and was distributed among 152 obstetrician/gynaecologists in Turkey in 2002. All mails included prepaid return envelopes and a letter of explanation assuring confidentiality. The questions were adapted from the original survey designed by Vandendriesen et al. (1998). The participants were asked to declare their age, gender, years of practice, where they actually work, and their source of education regarding epidural analgesia in labor. There were 24 questions in the survey concerning education and knowledge about EA and effect of EA on progress of labor. Respondents were asked to rank minor and major problems associated with EA in labor from most to least common. Participants were also inquired about which patients they would recommend epidural analgesia, which stage(s) of labor they would suggest EA if other options had been proved to be ineffective, or situations they would recommend EA. Options were “not necessary”, “early first stage (<4 cm cervical dilatation)”, “active labor (4 to 10 cm)” to “the second stage”. Multiple responses were permitted.

A knowledge score was derived from the analysis of responses to two questions on EA side-effects or associated problems (Vandendriesen et al. 1998). Thereafter this score is used in the analysis of responses to questions on the role of EA in labor. A “completely incorrect” set of answers equalled to a score of 24, and a “completely correct” set to a score of 0. This score, calculated using statistical weighting procedure, was based on the proximity of response to those predetermined by the chief investigator as correct. Penalties were added for answers left blank, so the score for a completely blank sheet was 200. A “pass mark” was set at a knowledge score of 12 or below. Multiple linear regressions were used to investigate if knowledge scores were related to age, gender, years of obstetric experience and practice type.

SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) 10.0 for Windows was used for statistical analysis, and ANOVA was applied.

Results

The response rate of the survey was 94.7% (144 respondents). Every respondent replied all of the questions. The survey has an anonymous nature, for this reason no demographic information was available for non-respondents. Demographic data is shown in Table 1.

The majority of the respondents (47%) worked mainly in university hospitals, while 28% delivered patients mainly in state hospitals. On the other hand, 25% delivered patients mainly in private hospitals.

Only 58% of the respondents had formal education on EA as postgraduates and 39.5% during

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Demographic data of respondents.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-45 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;45 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years of practice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-15 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their specialty training. This education consisted of lectures from an anesthesiologist and/or an obstetrician and gynecologist for 62.5%, while 37.5% has derived this information from presentations or seminars on EA.

Seventy two percent of the respondents believed that it would be possible to recognize and manage serious epidural complications if the lectures were attended, and 54.2% believed sufficient information had been provided to help when advising patients.

Obstetricians who had received no formal education about EA had obtained information from anesthesiologists (35.7%), their obstetrician colleagues (12%), or their own readings (19%) and experiences (2.4%). Fifty-seven percent of the respondents suggested that education on EA should be provided at a postgraduate level, 70% proposing that an anesthesiologist would be the most appropriate teacher, and 30% offering a collaborative approach between anesthesiologists and obstetricians. Also 51% suggested symposiums and local meetings focused on EA.

Knowledge was significantly associated with duration of obstetric experience (p=0.01), but there was no significant association with age, gender or practice type. Specialists with 6 to 15 years experience had the best knowledge (p=0.008, df =2). Respondents were asked to rank minor and major problems associated with EA in labor from the most to the least common.

Nausea and vomiting, followed by increased risk of difficulty in mobilization, were considered to be the most common minor complications. The minor problems rated as most common are shown in Table 2.

The most common of the more serious complications was considered to be hypotension followed by increased risk of caesarean section. 97% rated convulsions or cardiac arrest as the least common serious complications. The major problems rated as most common are shown in Table 3.

Ninety-six participants completed this section. Fifty-four respondents (35%) failed to reach the nominal pass mark for answers to both minor and major complications, the score designated as one
indicative of adequate knowledge. Forty-two respondents (60%) scored adequately for knowledge of minor and major complications.

The percentage of respondents who would recommend the use of EA for the first time at various stages of labor in a variety of situations are shown in Table 4.

Many obstetricians have tendency to recommend their patients to wait until active labor before having EA. However 31% suggested an earlier EA use for parturient with complicated labor and pointed out an increased risk of caesarean section.

34.2% of the respondents would suggest EA before active labor for parturient with complicated labor. 32% would postpone EA until active labor, and 12.5% would wait until the second stage of complicated labor in these women.

After adjustment for years of experience, statistical analysis showed no significant relationship between knowledge score and use of EA in the various situations mentioned above.

Half of the respondents believed that EA prolonged the duration of labor, when used without oxytocin augmentation in the first stage of labor. 4.4% considered that it shortened labor, 23.5% thought that it had no influence and 22% stated that they “Did not know”. Also, 32% thought that EA prolonged the second stage of labor and on the contrary 15.5% considered that it was shortened. 36% considered it had “No change” and 15.5% stated that they “Did not know”. 14% believed that EA caused a prolongation in the third stage of labor, 13% thought that EA resulted in a reduction, 67% opted for “No difference”, and 6% stated that they “Did not know”.

A delay of up to 20 minutes in placing an epidural was acceptable for 84% of the participants.

Discussion

Most of the respondents were educated about EA and this suggests an adequate obstetric and gynaecology training program and continuing education. Half of the participants stated that they had received sufficient information to adequately advise patients. However, one third of the respondents failed to achieve the score designated as indicative of adequate knowledge for minor and major complications. Many of them obtained this information from anesthesiologists and/or obstetricians.

Well-established interpersonal relations between obstetricians and anesthesiologists are important. Anesthesiologists should recognize the special needs and concerns of obstetricians, and obstetricians should recognize the anesthesiologist as a consultant in the management of pain and life-supportive measures. Both should recognize the need for collaboration to provide high-quality care for all patients. Both obstetric and anesthetic management have effects upon labor progress and outcome (Miller 1997).

Pruritus is extremely common after epidural opioids (Yeh et al. 2001, Collis et al. 1994). Our study revealed the fact that despite anesthesiologists’ efforts to prevent nausea/vomiting and minimize motor block with modern approaches to EA; nausea/vomiting (34%) and difficulty in mobilization (24%) are still perceived as the most common minor complications of EA. This may reflect the fact that EA in labor is not standardized. Different anesthesiologists prescribe many different combinations, concentrations and doses from an increasing variety of pharmacological agents. The fact that most obstetricians more correctly identified major complications contributes to this suggestion.

Auroy et al. (2002) have estimated the rate of major complications that occur after regional anesthesia in France in several previous surveys. Death, meningitis, central neurologic event, cardiac arrest, cauda equina syndrome and peripheral neuropathy were not noted in any of the cases. Three cases of respiratory failure and two cases of seizures occurred after epidural anesthesia in obstetrics and were related to systemic toxicity of local anesthetics (Auroy et al. 2002).

These results reveal that the participants are concerned about the impact of EA application in early labor on the progress of labor and mode of delivery, or do not believe that EA should be recommended for uncomplicated labor. There are very controversial opinions about EA (Frenea et al. 2004, Lee et al. 2003, Camann 1997, Miller 1997), especially the association between EA and caesarean delivery for dystocia (Ramin et al. 1995, Thorp et al. 1993), though the use of EA early in labor as opposed to later in active labor has no effect on instrumental delivery or caesarean section rate. The results of our study revealed that Turkish obstetricians agree with the opinion that there is not an increased risk for instrumental delivery (Chestnut et al. 1994a, b). Sharma et al. further demonstrated that, labor with epidural
analgesia in women at term that had uncomplicated pregnancies and spontaneous active labor does not increase caesarean deliveries (Sharma et al. 2002).

Another prospective randomised trial of 334 nulliparous women found no difference in the caesarean delivery rate for early (10%) compared with late (8%) epidural placement (Chestnut et al. 1994b).

As reported in recent studies, using lower doses of drugs and patient-controlled EA has led to a high spontaneous rate of vaginal delivery (78 to 95%) and has decreased the incidences of instrumental delivery (14%) and caesarean delivery (2%) (Pirbudak et al. 2002, COMET Study Group UK 2001, Smedvig et al. 2001, Chestnut et al. 1994a).

High-risk patients with cardiac disease or medical conditions, which are adversely affected during labor and delivery, have much to benefit from the early use of EA (Mangano 1993). Turkish obstetricians agree with the idea that pregnant women with cardiovascular or medical disease could be recommended to use EA when a cervical dilatation of 4 cm is reached (34.2%) or the patient is at active labor (39).

The impact of EA on the duration of labor and mode of delivery is uncertain (Camann 1997). Obstetric and patient factors together with epidural factors (e.g. epidural technique and the composition of epidural solutions) probably influence outcome (Mangano 1993). The effect of EA on uterine activity is of minimal clinical significance in active labor (Miller 1997) and it seems unlikely that the duration of third stage is effected.

Most obstetricians accept delays of up to thirty minutes in the application of EA bring up difficulties in co-ordinating obstetric and epidural analgesic services. The current Policy Document of the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthia in Obstetrics (Vandendriesen et al. 1998) and ACOG Committee on Practice Bulletin (ACOG 2002) makes no recommendations on those issues.

In 1999, a survey about the use of obstetric anaesthesia was conducted in 108 hospitals in Turkey that has obstetric units in year 1998 (Owen and Sahin 2000). The response rate of the survey was 52% and it was reported that most of the hospitals had epidural units but they were very rarely used. It was reported that the rate of use of epidural units in hospitals that are covered by the survey were 1.5% in state hospitals, 0.3% in maternity hospitals, 0.4% in social insurance hospitals, 35% in private hospitals and 11% in university hospitals. On the other hand, with a respond rate of 93%, the university hospitals provide more reliable results (Owen and Sahin 2000). In conclusion, the results of this survey indicate that education regarding EA, both during and after obstetric speciality training, could be improved, and anesthesiologists in collaboration with obstetricians would do the best for providing this education. One in three obstetric and gynaecology specialists did not have a reasonable knowledge of problems associated with EA. Perhaps because of widespread uncertainty as to the effects of EA on the various stages of labor, many appear reluctant to advocate EA until the active phase of labor. One in three obstetric and gynaecology specialists do not appreciate the importance of EA in the medical management of high-risk parturient, who are at increased risk of death from peripartum exacerbation of their conditions. The reason for the further knowledge on EA among 6-15 years experienced obstetricians' may be the result of a period of training and practice on EA, which was temporarily considered important and did not continue steadily.

It is hoped that closer collaboration between anesthesiologists and obstetricians during their respective training and in continuing medical education can be fostered.
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